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Recommended
Tools And Supplies:

felt fabric
pipe cleaners
needle and thread
small scissors

SEW YOUR OWN CUPID TEDDY BEARS!

This free cupid wings pattern is shown here making adorable 
Valentine’s day teddy bears. But this accessory pattern can
be used on most any of DelilahIris felt toy patterns. Pair the
wings with baby unicorns, elephants, pigs or dolls for fun
winged creations!

1. Begin by cutting the felt wing pieces as directed by the last page of the pattern. The easiest way to 
cut felt is with a small sharp pair of scissors. For the greatest precision you could choose to trace the 
pattern pieces onto the felt, iron some wax paper to the felt then trace onto that and cut, or tape the 
pattern pieces to the felt with some wide clear tape, cutting through both tape and felt 
simultaneously. 

For personal die cutting machine owners I’ve provided a svg pattern download for quick and easy 
cutting.

2. Place piece A on top of piece B matching at the top edges. Sew along the edges using a small
tight blanket stitch or whip stitch.
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ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Copyright Delilahiris2018. No portion of this pattern may be photocopied or reproduced by any means without the express written 
consent of Delilah Iris Designs. 
Your purchase of this pattern or tutorial is a license for personal use. Copyright to all pattern pieces, photos, and instructional material remains with Delilah Iris 
Designs. Delilah Iris Designs cannot be held responsible for human error, printing errors or individual workmanship. All patterns and tutorials are protected herein 
by copyright and may not be produced for any commercial resale or mass production. Items made with Delilah Iris Designs patterns and tutorials may be 
produced from a home based setting and sold on a small scale basis (less than 250 per year total of all designs). 

Should you choose to sell the physical goods credit is required to Delilah Iris Designs in your listing as well as a link to the pattern at Delilahiris.com. 

Blank� StitchI like to use the blanket stitch or 
whip stitch for sewing my felties!

Whip Stitch

3. (OPTIONAL) Place an optional piece of pipe cleaner between the two pieces, sandwiched right
up against the stitched seam on the inside of the two layers. Bend the wire to conform to the upper
curves of the wing.

4. Stitch along the top of the wing about 1/8” from the top edge using a running stitch or back stitch.
This is to add some detail, or to sew the optional wire into the wing.

5. Sew the wings onto the doll or animal!

Cut 1

Cut 1


